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	Peter Angelos Numerous ethical issues arise in the care of oncology patients. Although much has been written in the last several decades on ethical issues in caring for patients, few volumes have sought to focus the exploration on ethical issues particularly relevant to the care of cancer patients. In 1999, the first edition of this book was published. Since that time, many changes have occurred in how some cancers are diagnosed and treated, but the central ethical issues have continued to challenge patients, families, and their health care providers. All of the chapters from the prior edition have been updated and there are seven new chapters in this expanded edition. In this second edition, the perspectives on what is an ethical issue have been broadened by bringing authors of differing backgrounds into the discussion. In Chapter 1, the perspective of a cancer patient is provided as an open letter to physicians. Although Parvez Kamangar is providing only one patient’s perspective, this is an essential voice that is not often heard in texts on medical ethics. In Chapters 2 and 3, the issues of communication and the physician-patient relationship are explored in order to better understand how the needs of patients and families can be met. In Chapter 4, Professor Tod Chambers highlights the challenges to providing ethical care to patients in a multicultural society.
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Guide to Web Development with Java: Understanding Website CreationSpringer, 2012


	I have been teaching web development for 14 years. I started with Perl. I can still

	remember the behemoth programs that contained all the logic and HTML. I remember

	using a text editor to write the program. Debugging consisted of a lot of print

	statements. It was a fun time, full of exploration, but I do not miss them.
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PowerPoint 2007 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Creating a good presentation is much more than just clicking a few dialog boxes and typing some text. It requires knowledge and planning-lots of it. With the PowerPoint 2007 Bible you will not only be able to build a presentation with PowerPoint, but you’ll also be able to explain why you made the choices you did, and you’ll...
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UML in Practice: The Art of Modeling Software Systems Demonstrated through Worked Examples and SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	For several years now, there has been a constant increase in the number of works
	on UML and object modelling. However, my practical experience of training (more
	than a thousand or so people trained in OMT, then UML since 1993…) convinced
	me that there is still another need that is not tended to by the multitude of books...
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Spirulina in Human Nutrition and HealthCRC Press, 2007

	Astonishingly rich in nutrients, Spirulina is one of the most popular and well researched functional foods in the multi-billion dollar global food supplement market. This ancient species provides readily bioavailable protein along with carotenoids, essential fatty acids, vitamins, and minerals and has therapeutic applications in...
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Pro Expression Blend 4Apress, 2011

	Pro Expression Blend 4 is for .NET developers and graphical artists who want to learn the ins and outs of the Expression Blend integrated development environment. You may know already that this tool can be used to build Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF), Silverlight, and Windows Phone 7 applications; however, this book will take...
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The Microsoft DirectX 9 Programmable Graphics PipelineMicrosoft Press, 2003
Interactive 3-D graphics is one of the most rapidly advancing technologies ever applied to entertainment. The clear trend of increasing entertainment richness and sophistication that started with the era of Pong shows no sign of slowing. 

Over the next few years, the visual quality and realism of interactive 3-D graphics will grow to...
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